Because orthologs diverge after speciation events, and paralogs after gene duplication, it is expected that orthologs should tend to keep their functions, while paralogs have been proposed as a source of new functions. This does not mean that paralogs should diverge much more than orthologs, but it certainly means that, if there is a difference, then orthologs should be more functionally stable. Since protein functional divergence follows from non-synonymous substitutions, here we present an analysis based on the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions (dN/dS). The results showed orthologs to have noticeable and statistically significant lower values of dN/dS than paralogs, not only confirming that orthologs keep their functions better, but also suggesting that paralogs are a readily source of functional novelty.
Introduction

1
In this report, we present evidence suggesting that orthologs keep their functions 2 better than paralogs, by the analysis of non-synonymous and synonymous 3 substitutions (dN/dS). 4 Since the beginning of comparative genomics, the assumption has been made that 5 orthologs should be expected to conserve their functions more often than paralogs. 6 The expectation is based on the definitions of each homolog subtype. Orthologs are 7 characters diverging after a speciation event, while paralogs are characters diverging 8 after a duplication event [1] . Given those definitions, orthologs could be considered the paralogs from two species, humans and mice. Again, it is very hard to imagine a 24 scenario where orthologs, as a group, would diverge in functions more than paralogs 25 would. At worst, we could expect equal functional divergences. If the report were 26 correct, it would mean that we should expect such things as mice myoglobin to 27 perform the function that human alpha-haemoglobin performs. How could such a 28 thing happen? How could paralogs exchange functions with so much freedom?
29
Later work showed that the article by Nehrt et all [6] was in error. For example, 30 some work reported that Gene Ontologies suffered from "ascertainment bias," which 31 made annotations more consistent within an organism than without [7, 8] . These 32 publications also proposed solutions to such and other problems [7, 8] . Another work 33 showed that gene expression data supported the idea that orthologs keep their 34 functions better than paralogs [9] . 
Materials and methods
47
Genome Data
48
We downloaded the analyzed genomes from NCBI's RefSeq Genome database [12] . As 49 of November 2017, our genome collection contained around 8500 complete genomes.
50
We performed our analyses by selecting genomes from three taxonomic classes, using 51 one genome within each order as a query genome ( Bacteria), and Pyrococcus furiosus COM1 (Thermococci, Archaea). We compared the 54 proteomes of each of these genomes against those of other members of their taxonomic 55 order using BLASTP [13] , with a maximum e-value of 1 × 10 −6 (-evalue 1e-6), (-use_sw_tback), and minimal alignment coverage of 60% of the shortest sequence.
58
Orthologs were defined as reciprocal best hits (RBHs) as described previously [14, 15] . 
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Non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions
61
To perform dN/dS estimates, we used the CODEML program from the PAML 62 software suite [16] . The DNA alignments were derived from the protein sequence 63 alignments using an ad hoc program written in PERL. The same program ran pairwise 64 comparisons using CODEML to produce Bayesian estimates of dN/dS [17, 18] . The (Fig. 2, S1 Fig) .
Codon Adaptation Index
97
Another parameter that can bias the dN/dS results is when sequences are very 98 similar. In this case, the programs tend to produce very high dN/dS rations. While we 99 should expect this issue to have a larger effect on orthologs, we still filtered both 100 homology groups to contain proteins less than 70% identical. This filter had very little 101 effect (Fig. 2, S2 Fig) . Since different models for codon frequency can also alter the dN/dS results [25] .
109
Thus, we performed the same tests using the Muse and Gaut model for estimating 110 background codon frequencies [24] , as advised in [25] . Again, the results show 111 orthologs to have lower dN/dS ratios than paralogs (Fig. 2, S4 Fig) . To test whether the differences might be related to identity, we separated all of the 113 orthologs and paralogs into bins of percent identity ranges. As expected, the dN/dS 114 values tend to increase with lower percent identity values (Fig. 3) . The differences in 115 dN/dS between orthologs and paralogs seem less obvious than in the prior results.
116
However, the values of dN/dS still tend to be lower for orthologs than for paralogs. Non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions (dN/dS). The figure shows the dN/dS values for genes compared between a query organism, against some of the available genomes from organisms in the same taxonomic class. Namely: E. coli against Gammaproteobacteria, B. subtilis against Bacilli, and P. furiosus against Thermococci. The genome identifiers are ordered from most similar to least similar to the query genome. The dN/dS values tend to be higher for paralogs, suggesting that orthologs tend to keep their functions better than paralogs.
Finally, we also performed dN/dS comparisons for human and mouse genes. The 118 results were very similar to those obtained above (Fig. 4) . [23] was used for the results shown before, and it is included here for reference. The 80 vs 80 test used data for orthologs and paralogs filtered to contain only alignments covering at least 80% of both proteins. The maximum identity test filtered out sequences more than 70% identical. The CAI test filtered out sequences having Codon Adaptation Indexes (CAI) below the 15 percentile and above the 85 percentile of the genome's CAI distribution. We also tested the effect of the Muse and Gaut model for estimating background codon frequencies [24] .
A potential concern with these analyses might arise from our use of reciprocal best 120 hits (RBHs) as a working definition of orthology. RBHs is arguably the main working 121 definition of orthology [26] . It is thus important to start these analyses with RBHs, at 122 the very least to show that it works for the purpose of inferring genes most likely to 123 keep their functions when comparing any pair of genomes. Analyses of the quality of
124
RBHs for inferring orthology, based on synteny, show that RBH error rates tend to be 125 lower than 95% [14, 15, 26] , while other analyses show that databases of orthology, 126 based on RBHs, tend to contain a higher rate of false positives (paralogs mistaken for 127 orthologs), than databases based on phylogenetic analyses [27] . This means that our 128 orthologs are mostly contaminated by paralogs. We can therefore infer that orthologs 129 dominate the RBHs dN/dS distributions, since the mistakes in ortholog identification 130 would tend to make the RBHs dN/dS values more similar to those found in paralogs.
131
Conclusion
132
The results shown above use an objective measure of divergence that relates to the 133 tendencies of sequences to diverge in amino-acid composition, against their tendencies 134 to remain unchanged. Namely, the non-synonymous to synonymous substitution rates 135 (dN/dS). Since changes in function require changes in amino-acids, this measure (Table 1) . Orthologs and paralogs were separated into pecent ideintity bins. While not as obvious as in prior results, the dN/dS values tend to be higher for paralogs, suggesting that orthologs tend to keep their functions better than paralogs.
results also show that paralogs tend to acquire novel functions. 
